
Dear Mr. Rusche: 

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.59, Commonwealth Edison requests 
an amendment to facility operating licenses DPR-19 and DPR....;25, Appendix 
A,.· Technical Specifications. · The purpose· of the proposed amendment 
is to modify the limiting conditions of operations for the Rod· Worth 
Minimizer (RWM) to allow bypassing the RWM for low pa>Jer phys.ics test 
to demonstrate shutdown margins. The proposed amendment is indicated 
on the attached revised Technical Specification page 57 for DPR-19 
and DPR-25. 

The safety evaluation for the proposed amendment is attached, 
and both the amendment and safety evaluation have received Onsite and 
Offsite review and approval. 

This· amendment must be approved prior to startup of Dresden 
·unit 2 following the· current refueling outage~ because as presently 
written, the Technical Specifications 3.3.B.3(h) and'3.3.A.l can not 
both be met. Specification 3.3.A.l requires shutdown margin demon
stration before startup which involves partial withdrawal of rods 
with a total worth more than l.3%6k, and specification 3.3.B.3 re
quires operation of the RWM below 100/o reactor power to limit rod with
drawal sequences so that the maximum worth will be 1. 3% A k .• · The 
present schedule for beginning shutdown margin testing in accordance 
with specification 3.3.A.l is. April 23,.1975. ··Your approval of this 
proposed amendment is reque·sted prior to this date. 

Three (3) signed originals and 37 copies of this proposed 
amendment are submitted for your review and approval. 

SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to 
befor(:{me. :thi_s: . /A.j.JJ,. day . 

. of . -f1-tt ._ I 1975. 

. .:.·· 
·,. '.·· 

Very truly yours, 

tfYef'~~-
R. L. Bol<fi(r . 
Assistant Vice-President 4247 



3. 

3.3 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

{a} 

(b} 

Control rod·· withdrawal sequences shall 
be established so that maximum reacti
vity that could be added by dropout of 
any increment of any one control blade 
would not make the core mere thari 0. 013 
d.elta K supercritical~ 

Whenever the reactor is in the startup 
or run mode below lC°fe rated thermal 
power, the Rod Worth Minimizer shall 
be operable. A second operator or 
qualified technical person may be used 
as a substitute for an inoperable Rod 

· Worth Minimizer which fails after 
withdrawal of at least 12 control rods 
to the fully withdrawn position. The 
Rod Worth Minimizer may also be bypassed 
for low power physics testing to de
monstrate the shutdown margin require
ments of specification 3.3.A.l if a 
nuclear engineer is present and ve~i-
f ies the step-by-step rod movements of 
the test procedure. 
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4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

(a} To consider the rod worth minimizer 
operable, the following steps must 
be performed: 

I 

(i} The control rod withdra~al 
sequence for the rod worth 
minimizer computer shall be 
verified as correct. 

. _,1j 

(ii) The rod worth minimizer com
puter on-line diagnostic test 
shall be successfully completed •. 

(iii) Proper annunciation of the 
select error of at least one 
out-of-sequence control rod 
in each full~ inserted group 
shall be verified. 

(iv) The ro.d block function of the 
rod worth minimizer shall be 
verified by attempting to 
withdraw an out-of-sequence 
control rod beyond the·block 
point. 

(b) If the rod worth minimizer is in
operable while the reactor is in 
the startup or run mode below 10% 
rated thermal power second inde
pendent operator or engineer is 
being used, he shall verify that 
all rod positions are correct prior 
to commencing withdrawal of each 
rod group~ 
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• SAFETY EVALUATION e· 

._ . 

..... 
Th~ Control Rod Drop Accident as previously analyicd in the FSAR and later 

rcanalyscd in Topical Re:port t!EDO 10S27, its supplements, and Spcci<il Report tlo.9 
is the most severe \·1hen occurring from the hot standby condition. Since shutclovm 
margin testing is perforr.icd only in the cold condition to avoid zenon and tempcr<Jture 
corrections, a .less severe transient would result from the drop of a ~od in the worth 
range analyzed (r-J2.5% 6k). Although rod viorths in normal startup sequences are less 

: than. 1.3% tik, less distributed, local rod configur<itions· such as those employed in 
·adjacent rod criticals may result in significantly high~r rod worths. 

.... . The discussion of control rod worth in sect. 3·.3.11.4 of the FSAR descri.bes 
. 1 ~ontrol rod patterns that shape the power distribution and also achieve minimum 
worth. The opposite extreme is to withdraw a clump of rods in the center of the 
core. Analysis indicates that .criticality would be. approached with v1ithdral'-1al of 

··2 adja~~ni control rods at cold conditions and approximately 5 adjacent control rods 
at the hot standby condition. Distributed control _rod patterns wi 11 be used.'' 

...... ··~;.;.. 

The original intent of the FSAR w<is ob~iously. ton~erned wlth operating rod 
sequences used during normal startup procedures as opposed to higher v1orth configu
r~tions used during special physics tests. Ai that time the necessity of special 
physics tests such as adjacent rod critical checks-of shutdo\•Jn margin, vias evidently 
not foreseen; ~t least not oh a regular basis· subsequent to ihi~ial startup testing. 

. . 

Since then, specifi~ problems; such as the postuiated contra) blade slumpin~ 
due to inverted tubes and the higher than anticipated Cycle 1 reactivity peak due to 
gadolinia bur~out.inac~uracies, have required the added benchmarks which such 
.techniques provide <Jt various core exposures. Additionaliy the adjacent re>d crii:ical 
configuration quantifies the stuck rod margin for operation when performed period·
ically during each operating cycle. 

. . I . 

Althou~h Technical Specification 3,3.A.l {SOM verificatio~ prior to e~~h post
refueling startup) could technically be satisfied by subcritical checks of a pre- . 
c~lculated rod configuration, littl~ real v<ilue d<Jta woul~ b~ obtained compared to 
the critical technique. The critical tests allow determination of the actual crftica.1 
configuration, measurement of positive and negative periods, and a less complex cal
culation of the actual shutdown margin due to the simplified geometry. 

The disadvantages of working with higher than normal rod worths have been 
minimized by employing additional procedural precautions. These precautions: 
a.) minimize no_tch v1orths. b.) prohibit .the withdravialof any increment \·1.hich could 
make the core more than 1.3% lk su~ercritical unless coupling can be verifi~d either 
by an overtravel check or nuclear instrument response, arid c.) eff~ctively eliminate 
the possibility of operator error. 

The notch" worths are minimized by utilizing a ''pumping" type of rod movement 
which cycles the 1st rod as the 2nd rod is notched out. By reinserting the 1st rod 
to the position of the 2nd rocf before taking each additional notc;:h, _then returning 
to the 10\·ier notch worths of the 1st rod, a more gradual approach to criticality is 
achieved with slower, easily rnanagcbble periodsA If three rods are required for cr1~ 
ticality the 2nd rod is cycled as the 3rd rod is withdra\oJn, for the same reason . 

. . . -- . -- .. - . 
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Verification of coupling integrity of the rods to be tised must be pcrfor~ed 

prior to SOM tests.· The overt ravel check is again performed each time a rod 
reaches position 48 in the test procedure. Rod fo 11 m·Ji ng is continuously mon i
torcd durin~ the test procedure by recording the coun~ rate. Withdrawal increments 
which exhibit. no change in count rate will be 1 imited to those increments wl1ich arc 

.. insuffic1ent to cause criticality based on pre-calculated k ff data supplied by 
G.E •. Core Management Engineering. This procedural 1 irnitatign will assure with a 
wide margin that no increrr.ent of withdrawal could make the core more thanl .3% 
supercritical in the unlikely event that an uncoupling arid drop out occurred be-
tween overtravel checks during the test itself. · 

. Finally the potential for operator error is ef~ectively eliminated by requ1r1ng 
· in~eperid~nt backup verification of each step in the test procedure. This is accom

plished by tequiring a nuclear engineer in addition to th~ operator to assure con
formance \·lith the test procedure.· 
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